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INTRODUCTION 
Integral operators on &[a, b] with semi-seperable kernels appear in 
many problems in system theory and differential equations ([ 1, 3, 5-93). 
These are operators of the form 
where 
,jJ a,(t) b,(s), a G s 6 t d h 
k( t, s) = 
ig, ci(t) d,(s), A-’ * 
and aj, b,, ci, d, are in L,[a, b]. 
A more general form of a semi-separable kernel is the following: 
k( t, s) = 
I 
4~) b(s), a<s<t<b 
c(t) d(s)> s>t 
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where a(t), c(t) are m x II matrices and h(t), cl(t) are n x m matrices with 
entries in &[a, h]. The corresponding integral operator K is now con- 
sidered as acting on the space Ly[a, b], which is the orthogonal direct sum 
of m copies of L,[O, 11. The operators arise naturally from linear systems 
of the form 
N, x(u) + N,x(h) = 0 
with the additional condition that det(N, + N, U(h)) # 0. Here A(t) is in 
the space M,,,,l(L,[a, b]) of n xn matrices with entries in L,[u, h], 
B(t)~M,,~~(L~[u,hl), C(t)~M~,,(L~[u,hl), N,, N? are constant nxn 
matrices and U(t) is the unique absolutely continuous solution to 
Y’(t)=A(t) Y(r) 
Y(u) = I,. 
The system 8 defines a linear map which takes u(t) to 11(t). The map is 
called the input-output map of 0. It turns out that this map has the form 
I + T, , where T, is an integral operator with semi-separable kernel. The 
converse is also true; namely, the map I+ T,, where T, has semi-separable 
kernel is the input-output map of a system of the above type. This 
correspondence proved to be very useful in problems of inversion and fac- 
torization of integral operators ( [ 31). 
In this paper we consider a larger class of operators and systems. We 
characterize and construct those systems whose input-output operators are 
of the form I+ T, where 
T=j- PK,dP+l dPK,P. 
.Ip * 
Here 9 is a continuous chain of orthogonal projections on a separable 
Hilbert space A! and K,, K, are bounded linear operators of finite rank 
(see Section 2 for definitions and properties of these integrals). The first 
integral on the right is known as the upper triangular part of K, and the 
second integral is known as the lower triangular part of K2, relative to the 
chain 9. We call T a Y-semi-separable operator. 
It is easy to see that if {P(t)}; is the chain of truncations on 
.YP = L2 [0, 11 defined by 
then the operator T is an integral operator with a semi-separable kernel. 
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Finally, we characterize those operators of the form I+ T, where T is P- 
semi-separable, which are invertible. The characterization and the formula 
for (I+ T)-’ are obtained from the connection between the operator I+ T 
and its system. 
1. STATEMENTS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
As we shall see in Theorems 1 and 2, systems which have input-output 
operators of the form Z+ T, where T is P-semi-separable, are of the type 
with the additional condition that det(N, + N, U( 1)) # 0. Here 
A(t)EM,,(L,[O, l]), B is a linear map from % into M,,,(L,[O, l]), C is a 
linear map from M,,,(C[O, 11) into X, where C[O, 1 ] is the Banach space 
of continuous complex valued functions with the supremium norm )I Ilrn, 
N, , Nz are q x q constant matrices and U(t) is the unique absolutely con- 
tinuous solution to 
Y(t) = A(t) Y(r), OGrql. 
Y(O)=Z,. 
U(r) is called the fundamental matrix corresponding to A(r). 
The corresponding input-output operator of the system 8 is I+ T, where 
TU = C 
s 
’ k(r, s)(b)(s) ds, 
0 
(1.2) 
k( r, S) = 
U(W- Q) U(s)-‘, Ogs<rGl 
-U(r) QUW’, s>r 
and 
Q=(N,+N,U(l))-‘N,U(l) 
[3, Theorem 1.21. 
(1.3) 
The system 9 is said to respond to the input v E &? with output w E X if 
there exists an absolutely continuous x(r)EMq,,(CIO, 11) such that (1.1) 
holds for u = v and y = w. 
With each continuous chain 9 there exists a map P(r) from [0, l] onto 
9, denoted by {P(r)}& which is called a parametrization of 9. This map, 
which is discussed in Section 2, enables us to construct a system whose 
input-output operator is a given operator I+ T, T P-semi-separable. 
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For convenience we introduce the following notation. Let W be a 
column (row) matrix with entries IV, E 2, 1 < j < q. For c’ E X, (c’, P(t) W) 
denotes the column (row) matrix ((0, P(t) wj)),Y=, .
For Z = (z, . . . . . z,), 2,~ JP, and YE M,.,(C[O, 11) with entries y,, we 
define 
J’dP(z)Zy(r)= i f’ y,(t)dP(t)z,E.SY. 
0 ,=, ‘0 
The integrals are discussed in Section 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let Y he a continuous on SF tvith parametrization {P(t)}:, 
und let 
T= 
j * 
PK,dP+ 1 dPK?P. 
“.9 
where K, and K, are finite rank operators defined by 
K, c= f (~3 cp,> +,, K2z;= f (o,~~>[~. 
,=I h I 
Given any A(~ nl + ,r,n, + ,,( L, [0, 1 ] ), there corresponds a system 
0, = (A(f), B, C; N,, N,) whose input-output operator is I + T. Here (I7 is 
given by (1.1 ) with 
I 
cx = 5 dP(l) $U(r) ’ x(t) dt, 0 
N,=I-Rand N?=RU(l) ‘, where R is the m + n matrix 
R = I,,, 0 
i 1 0 0’ 
and U( f ) is the fkdamental matrix corresponding to A(t) 
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THEOREM 2. Let 9 be a continuous chain with parametrization {P(t));. 
Given A(t)EMJL,[O, l]), suppose 8 = (A(t), B, C; N,, N2) is a system 
with the following properties: 
(i) The linear map F(u) = sh U(t)-’ (Be)(t) dt is continuous from Y? 
into Cy, 
(ii) BP(t) = P(t) B, 0 < t < 1, where P(t) is the truncation operator on 
~,,I&i39 11). 
(iii) C is a bounded linear operator from Y& into 2, where Yq,, is the 
subspace of M,,,(L, [0, 11) consisting of the bounded piecewise continuous 
functions on [O, 11. 
(iv) CP(t)=P(t)C,O<t<l. 
Then the input-output operator of 8 is I + T, where T is Y-semi-separable. 
The operator T may be constructed as follows: 
There exist vectors cp, ..., ‘py in X such that for all u E A?, 
(by (i) and the Riesz representation theorem). The operator B has the 
representation 
(Be)(t) = u(t) ; (0, p(t) @ >. (1.4) 
Let * = (ti,, *2,..., t+!ry), where I+IJ~ = C( U(t) Ek), 1 <k d q, and Ek is the 
matrix in M,,,(C[O, 11) whose kth row is the constant function 1 and whose 
other rows are the zero function. Then 
Cx= s ’ dP(t) J/U(t)-’ x(t). 0 
(1.5) 
The operator T is defined by 
T=i 
9 
PK,dP+I dPK,P, 
9 (1.6) 
where 
K,u = -tiQ<u, CD), 
KZU = $(I- Q)<u, @>, 
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and 
Conversely, Let T be Y-semi-separable and let 0, be the system described 
in Theorem 1. Then B and C satisfy (i)-(iv). 
If in the above theorem, F,(v) is the jth row of F(u), then 
cp, = Ck F,(w,) wk, where w,, u‘~,..., is an orthonormal basis for X’. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are generalizations of the corresponding results in [3] 
which are concerned with the special case that 9 is the chain of truncations 
on L,[O, 11. For this particular chain, the formulas for B and C in 
Theorem 1 reduce to 
(BvNt) = U(t) Q(t) v(t) (1.7) 
(Cx)(t)=$(t) u(t)-~’ x(r). (1.8) 
Here Cp and $ have entries in L,[O, 11. These formulas may be proved as 
follows. Since P(t) is a truncation, 
~(v,P(t)~)=~?p’v(s)(P(s)d.~=v(t)~(t), t:, (PE L*CO, 11, (1.9) 
0 
which implies (1.7). Equations (2.5) (in Section 2) and ( 1.9) imply 
(Cx,z)=j’t)(r)~(t) U(t) ‘s(t)dt=($C’ 
0 
Hence (1.8) holds. 
‘x. z). 
Our proofs of these results depend on the following preliminaries. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
A set P of orthogonal projections on %’ is called a chain if the following 
conditions hold. 
(a) The operators 0 and I are in 9. 
(b) If P and Q are in P”, then P<Q or Q< P. 
(c) Every operator which is the pointwise limit of a sequence of 
operators in 9 is in P. 
The chain 9 is called continuous if for every P, , P, E 9, with P, < P,, 
there exists a PE LP such that P, <P < P,. 
The simplest example of a nontrivial continuous chain is the truncation 
operator on L,[O, 11. 
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Let 9 be an arbitrary chain of orthogonal projections on X’. A finite 
subchain Z= {O=P,<P, < ... < P, = I) of B is called a partition of 9. 
Let Y2 denote the Banach algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 2 
with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 11 I(*. 
Suppose @ is an arbitrary, in general many-valued function, which is 
defined on the set of all partitions of 9’ and has values in Y2. An operator 
A EY; is called the limit in Y; of the function Q(S), written 
A = lim @j(9), 
if for any E > 0, there exists a partition EXE of 9 such that for all partitions 
27 3 ET6 of .P, 
for every value of @(a). 
Given F: 9 + Y;, we can associate a multiple valued function @(a) 
which is defined for each partition 57 = {P,};; of .!Y by 
where ejeY, Pjp,dQj6P,and APi=P,-P,p,y 
The integral 
1 <j<n. 
s F(P) dP .Y 
is said to exist and equal A if lim Q(Z) = A. The integral 
s dPF( P) d 
is defined analogously. 
It is shown in [4, Theorem 10.11, that if Y is a continuous chain, then 
s PK dP and I dP KP :* 9 
exist for every KE Y; and 
K=j 
9 
PKdP+j dPKP. 
.9 
The following result, which is due to Gohberg and Krein [4, V.l.11, is 
used throughout this paper. 
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Let 9 be a continuous chain on I?. There exists a function P(t) from 
[0, 1] onto 9 with the following properties. 
(a) If t, <t,, then P(t,)<P(t,). In particular, P(O)=O, P(l)=I. 
(b) For any u E $9, the map t -+ P(t) c’ is continuous from [0, I] 
into 3; 
(c) For any v E X’“, the nondecreasing function t + (P(t) c, I~) is 
absolutely continuous on [0, 11. 
For brevity we call {P(t)}; a parametrization of 9. 
It is clear from the properties of {P(t)}; that for every KE ,V;, 
i PKdP= ’ P(r)KdP(t); * s 0 
j- 
Ip 
dP KP= 1’ dP(r) KP(r). 
_ 0 
We note that the absolute continuity of t -+ (P(t) L’, tl) implies the 
absolute continuity of t -+ (P(t) u, VV) for any 13, IV in .Y. This follows from 
(c) and the inequalities 
f- I(LlP(r,)u, w)I =i i(dP(t,)u,nP(t,)u,)/ 
I I 
6 i lldP(r,) 4 lInP(r,) bd 
where dP(r,)=P(t,)-P(t,- ,), O=t,<t,< ..’ <r,,=l. 
Next we derive some formulas which are used throughout the remainder 
of this paper. 
Let 9 be a continuous chain on X with parametrization {P(t)):. Given 
an operator K defined on ~9 by Ku = (v, cp) $. we shall now show that for 
every u and z E &?, 
(P(r)$,z)-&.P(~)(~)dt. (2.1) 
The left-hand side of (2.1) is the limit of sums of the form 
f (P(tj)KdP(t,)u,z)= f (dP(t,)u,cp)(P(r,)II/,=), (2.2) 
, ii , /=I 
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where 0 = t, < t, < . . . < r, = 1. Since (P(t) )A is a parametrization, 
h(t) = (P(t) U, cp) is absolutely continuous and the right-hand side of (2.2) 
is a Riemann-Stieltjes um corresponding to 
j-l (P(r) +, z> d4t) = s’ <f’(t) II/, z> h’(t) dt 
0 0 
= ‘(p(t)~,z)%(P(i)u,~p)d~. s 0 
Hence we obtain (2.1). More generally, let Ku = x7=, (u, cpi) tij. Then for 
it follows from (2.1) that 
(i 
1 
P(t)KdP(t)u,z 
0 > 
=jl (p(r)~,z)~(u,P(r)O)dr. 
0 
A similar argument shows that 
(1 
’ dP( t) KP( t) u, z 
0 > 5 
= d~(P(I)~,z)(u,P(lj~)d~. 
Another integral which we shall use is defined as follows. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Let (P(t)}; be a parametrization of the continuous chain 9. Given 
$ E 2 andfE C[O, 11, the integral Jh f(t) dP(t) $ is said to exist and equal 
uE& if for every s>O that exists a partition Z,:O=a,<a,< ... <a,= 1 
such that 
II 
u- f f(tj)dP(zj)$ <& 
j=l !I 
for every partition 0 = to < t, < . . . < t, = 1, which contains Z,. 
It is shown in [2, Theorem 4.11, that the integral exists for all 
f E cm 11. 
An argument similar to the one used to establish (2.4) shows that for all 
z~z andf~M4,1(CC0, ll), 
(J 
’ dP(t) $ftr)> z (2.5) 
0 
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3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that for any 
u, ZEX. 
(Tu,z)= -j”‘(P(t)$,z)R-&u.P(r)@)dr 
0 
+ 1’ f (P(t) $, z)(I- R)(u, P(r) @> u’t. (3.1 1 
The function 
x(r)=U(t)(Z-R)j’U(s) ‘(Bu)(s)ds-U(t)R /‘Us ‘(Bu)(s)ds (3.2) 
0 -I 
satisfies 
x’(t)=A(t)x(t)+(Bu)(t) 
(I-R)x(O)=RU(l)- ‘x(1)=0. 
Hence to prove that I+ T is the input-output operator of the system 8,, it 
remains to prove that Tu = Cx. From (2.5) we obtain 
(Cx, 3) = j-; f (P(t) t+b, z)[RU(t)-I x(t)+ (Z-R) U(t) ’ x(t)] dr 
= -5 ; $ (P(t) II/, z) R 1’ U(s)-’ (Bu)(s) ds I 
+j-;; (P(t) $, z)(Z- R) j,: U(s) ’ (Bu)(s)ds. (3.3) 
Integration by parts yields 
s 
;;(P(t)$,z) RJ” U(s)- (Bu)(s)ds 
, 
= 5 ’ (P(t) II/, z) RU(t)- ’ (Bu)(r) dt 0 
= s ’ (P(t) $, z) R; (u, P(t) @) dt. 0 
(3.4) 
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Also 
Jo1 ; (P(t) $,z)(Z- R)jr U(s)-’ (Bu)(s) ds dr 
0 
= 
s 
~~(~(r)~,z~(I-R)5:$(u,P(s)~~dsdr 
= I : f (P(f) $, zx- R)(u, P(t) @) dt. (3.5) 
Clearly (3.1t(3.5) imply TM = Cx. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from (i), (ii), and the Riesz represen- 
tation theorem that there exist vectors ‘pl ,..., (py in 2 such that the column 
matrix 
((P(t) uv rPj))r= 1 =J’ Us’ B(P(t) U)(S) ds 
0 
= j’ U(s)-‘(&r)(Bu)(s)ds=\‘U(s)-‘(Bu)(s)ds, 
0 
which implies (1.4). 
Let C,x = C(U(t) x), XE Yq,, . It is clear from (iii) and (iv) that Cl is a 
bounded linear operator on Yq,, and Cl P(t) = P(t) Cl. Denote by xJ the 
characteristic function of an interval J. Every x = (x& = I E M,, (C[O, 1 ] ) is 
the uniform limit of a sequence of functions of the form 
,;, xdt1) x 
k=l ,=I 
where 0 = to < . . . < t, = 1 and Ek is defined in the statement of the 
theorem. Since Cl is bounded and P(t) Cl = Cl p(t), C,x is the limit in 2 
of a sequence of vectors of the form 
i f xk(tj) Cl C(P(rj) - P(lj- 1)) EkI = fJ f x,(f,) dP(tj) C,(Ek). 
k=l j=l k=l ,=l 
It follows from these observations that 
c,X= i j’ Xk(f) dP(t) $k =s,1 df’(t) $x(f), 
k=l o 
where $ = (II/, ,..., I(/y), tik = C,(E,). Replacing x by u(t))‘x yields 
Cx=C,(U(t)-‘x)= j;dP(t)$U(t)-‘x(t). 
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We know that the input-output operator of 8 is I+ T, where T is given 
by (1.2). Hence it follows from (1.4) and (1.5) that 
Tu = CU(r)(I- Q) j’ U(s) -’ (h)(s) ds - CU(t) Q j’ U(s) ’ (Bu)(s) ds 
0 I 
= CU(t)(Z-Q)(u, P(t) @)-W(t) Q(u, @) i- C'U(t) Q(u, P(t) (P) 
= i" dP(f) $(I- QKu, p(t) @> - 9Q(u, @) + j-; dP(t) $Q<u, P(r) @>. _ 0 
(3.6) 
Let K,u= -$Q<u, @> and K,u=@(Z-Q)(u, ~0). Since 
K, = j’ P(t) K, dP(t) + j’ O(r) K, p(f). 
0 0 
(3.6), (2.4) and (2.5) imply 
Tu = ‘dP(i)K,Po)u+K,u-(/::dP(riK,P(,))~ 
= 
“0 / 
which proves (1.6). 
Now suppose T and 0, are as in Theorem 1. We shall show that B and C 
satisfy (i)-( iv ). 
Proqf‘of (i). The continuity of the operator F follows from 
/‘(;(1)~‘(B1:)(r)dt=j~~(v,P(r)~)=(a;~). 
u 0 
Prooff$(ii). Since P(s) P(t) = P(s), 0 d s < f d 1, 
(BP(t)u)(s)= U(s); (P(r) L’, P(s) @) 
O<.Sdf 
= 
0, s > t 
= p( t)( Bu)(s). 
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Proofof(iii). Define a norm I( (Im on M,+.,,(L,(O, 1)) by 
IIXII cc = CE+l” IlXill cc > where xi is the ith row of the column matrix x. The 
operator C has a bounded linear extension to Ym+n,l. To prove this, 
suppose f E =%k + n.l and f is continuous on (a,_ 1, a,), where 
O=a,<a,< .‘. <up= 1. Define 
C is clearly linear. To see that C is bounded, let h(t) = U(t))‘f(t), hi = h 
on (u,~~,u~). If z,:a _,=tbj)<f!J)< ... <t(j)= aj is a partition of 
[ai._ ,, a,], then the Ridmann-Stieltjes sum S’corresponding to Cf and 
(Z,};, 1 is given by 
Sf= f 2 dP(t;j') $hj(tj”). 
j=l r=l 
Also, 
IlYf (12= (Yf, Spf) = i 2 (dP(t$") $, II/) hj(t;“) h,(tj”) 
j=l is1 
= llhll2, IWII’~ IIW-‘II’, IM’, llfll’,. 
Since the partition Z, of [a,-, , a,] is arbitrary, it follows that 
ll~ll d II~(~)-‘lIcc IIIc/II. 
We now identify C with its extension C. 
Proof of (iv). By definition, 
C&t) x = J-; LIP(s) $U(s)-’ x(s). 
From (2.5) we obtain 
(O(t) x, z) = s if <P(t) II/, z> U(s)-’ x(s) ds 
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and 
(P(t)Cx,z)=(Cx,P(t)z)=~ol$(P(s)~,P(r)z) u(s)y’x(s)ds 
z 
I L 
;g (P(s) lj, z) U(s)-’ x(s) ds 
which establishes (iv). 
(3.5) 
4. APPLICATION TO INVERTIBILITY 
Before we state the next result, we introduce the following notation. 
For Z = (z, ,..., zy) and 
U’ I 
w= ; ) 
i) 
zk, wk in X”, 
U’ Y 
we define M(P( t) Z, W) to be the q x q matrix whose entry in row j column 
k is (P(t) zk, WI,). 
THEOREM 3. Let T he the Y-semi-separable operator with corresponding 
system 0 F dclfined in Theorem 1. Then I + T is invertible if and or&a if 
det(N,+N,U”(l))#O, (4.1) 
where U ’ (t) is the .fundamental matrix corresponding to 
If (4.1) holds, then (I + T) ’ - I is the g-semi-separable operator given bq 
(Z+T)-‘-I=[ PK;dP+[ dPK;P. 
.Y “9 
(4.2) 
where 
K;u= -Il/“Qx(~,@X), 
K;u=$“(Z-Qx)(u, Qx ), 
Qx =(N, +N,U”(l)) -’ N,U”(l), 
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and @“, II/” are determined by the equations 
x >3 u E H. 
Ic, x = (ICI; ,..., *; 1, Iclk” = -Jo dP(t) $W-’ u”(t) Ek(t), 
s 
1 
0 
UX(t)-’ u(t); (24, P(t) CP) = (24, @ 
f’ 
with Ek the matrix in M,,,(C[O, l] whose kth row is the constant function 1 
and whose other rows are the zero function. 
Also, 
s 
1 
(I+ T)-’ u=u-c y(t, sNBu)(s) & (4.3) 
0 
where 
246 s) = 
i 
Ux(t)(Z-Qx,(Ux(s,,~‘, Odsdtdl 
-Ux(t)QxUx(s)pl, s > t. 
Proof: First we note that for x E M, + ,,,( C[O, 1 I), 
(BCx)(t)= u(t); (P(t) lj, @) U(t)-’ x(t). 
Indeed, by the definition of B, 
(BCx)(t) = U(t) -$ (Cx, P(t) @). 
From (2.5) and the definition of C we have for each VEX, 
(Cx, f’(t) cp> = j; $ <P(s) $> P(t) cp> U(s)-’ -4s) dy 
(4.4) 
= (‘b) II/t ‘4’) u(s)-’ x(s) ds, 
Equality (4.4) readily follows from the above equations. 
Suppose I+ T is invertible but det (N, + N, U” (1)) = 0. Then there 
exists an x,#O in M,+.,,(C[O, 11) such that (N, +N,U”(l))x,=O. Put 
x(t) = U”(t) x0. Since UX(t) is the fundamental matrix corresponding to 
A ‘(t), it follows from (4.4) that 
x’(t) = A(t) x(t) + [B( - Cx)](t) 
O=Cx+(-Cx). 
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Also, N,x(O) + N,x( 1) = 0. Hence 8, responds to the input u = -Cx with 
output zero. Therefore (I+ T) u = 0. Since Z + T is invertible, u = 0 and 
Y(t) = A(t) x(t). Hence x(t) = U(t) x(0). But then 
(N, + N,U(l))x,= N,x(O)+ N,x(l )=O. 
Since det(N, + N, U( 1)) # 0, we have x0 = 0, which is a contradiction of the 
choice of x0. Hence det(N, + N, U X (1) # 0. 
Suppose det(N, + N, U” (1)) # 0. Let u E 2 be given. For M’ = (I + T) r. 
the system 8, responds to input v with output M’, i.e., there exists an 
x E A4 nt + ,,( C[O, 11) which is absolutely continuous and satisfies 
x’(t)=A(f)x(t)+(Bu)(f) 
M’=Cx+c 
Hence by (4.4). 
N, x(0) + N,x( 1) = 0. 
Thus the system 0” = (A ‘(t), B, -C; N,, N?) responds to the input K‘ 
with output 2;. Let Z+T” be the input--output of 0 X. Then 
(I+ T” )(I+ T) c’ = (I+ T” ) u’= t’. Hence I+ T is injective and therefore 
invertible since T is compact. Therefore (I + T) ’ = Z + TX To see that TX 
is Y-semi-separable, we apply Theorem 2 to 0 x as follows. We know from 
Theorem 2 that B and - C satisfy (ii ), (iii) and (iv). To verify that (i) holds 
with U x (I) in place of U(I), we integrate by parts to obtain 
[’ Ux(r) ’ (Bu)(t)dr=)l: U”(t) ’ U(f); (II, P(t)@) d 
‘0 
= UX(l) 1 U(l)(r, @> 
cit. 
Hence 
lUu)l G llu”(t) ’ Wf)ll, II4 lI@l/ + Ilull l/@I/ “[: 1; U”(f) ’ U(i)i dr, 
which proves (i). Therefore T” is Y-semi-separable and (4x2), (4.3 ) follow 
from Theorem 2 and (1.2). 
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